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HOw fast does the multiplicity of particle Vroduction
in p-p collisions really increase with primary energy?

Erwin II. Friedlander

lawrence Berkeley laboratory. Berkeley, ('alifornia 94720

TJecanber 1!l78

Uultiplicity distributions of particles created in p-p collisions

with Elab = 50-200 GeV are shown to contain at least one Poisson

component which becomes dominant at multiplicities k ;;;. 1.5 {k >. The

mean values of both this component and of the (relatively low multi

plicity residue) increase like Elabl/2; the relative ~~ight of the

Po , d ' I l'k E -0.3 If thlSSOn component ecreases approx:unate y 1 e -lab esC'

trends continue beyond the available accelerator energies, one might

h ~ 1/2 ..I 0expect the mean multiplicity to approac an r
lab

law beyonli 1 TeV.
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How fast does the oultiplicity of particle production
in 'p-p collisions really inc:re:!.'9E! with priJlllry energy?

It bas been well-kncJlm for a l<mg time that the dependence of

the mean III.I1tiplicity, m, of particles produced in high energy p-p

collisions on the pr1mary laboratory energy Eo is IIIICh weaker than

- Eo1/2, the fastest rise alI.awed kinaDa.tica11y or :lDplied e.g by

Heisenberg's or1g1na1 theory.ll] At the same time the rise is

faster than - £nEo as predicted by scaling m:xiels (2) and eveD

sanewhat faster than the ~1/4 dependence predicted by tberm>

dynamica1-hydrodynamica1 considerations (3), (4) iDplying a

lorentz contracted production volm.e.

'lb.is paper is concerned with the problem of predicting the

evolution of m with Eo at super-high energies (say, beyond 10 TeV),

not just fran an extrapolation oi fits to values of m observed in

the energy range covered by present accelerators, but by using

regularities observed in the structure of oultiplicity distribu

tions (abbreviated hereafter as MO), too. It turns out tbat

provided these regularities continue to bold at very high Eo-a

very fast increase, - E 1/2 is ~otica1ly expected.o ~

In order to emphasize the !bisson-like shape of MO's I it is

preferable to use instead of the probability W(k) for observing k

secondaries the quantity

Y(k) == Rn[k! W(k») (1)

Obviously. if W(k) is a !bisson distribution (PD) of mean, say, a,

Y is linear in k:

t Hereafter we will he concerned only with negative oultiplicities
k =(noo-2)/2 \\bere noo is the total. IIIl1tiplieity of charged

secondaries; k refers to created particles only.
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AssmIet that

W(k) is a super

position of t\\O

MD's, say, W1
and W2 with

means D1. and

m:a > D1.'
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W(k) = (1 - a) W
1

(k) + a W2 (k) (3)

\\bere one cooponent, say W2 , is Poisson and all we know about WI is

that it practically dies CIIlt beyond sane value kc of k. 'l.bel,

beyond kc '

(4)

Le., we get again a straight line with slope Rn m:a but with an

intercept depending on roth m:a !!!!! the relative weight a of the

Poisson COIliXlnent.

t As has been done in Ref. [6J fC'r DlIlthEml.tica.l. expediency, blt

without presenting carpelling evi.deIlCe for PoisSOn CaJP01leDts!
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ling variable Z, defined as

'Ibis is well

seen :In fig. 2

wbicb. s1ICJIIo'B the
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to date (10
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events).
'!he fact

tbat this pat

tern is consis

tently repeated

over the VIbole

l'IIDge of accel

erator energies
is shown in fig.

3, which dis

plays the sca-
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as a function of

x == kIm , (6)

for all available data fran 50 to 2100 GaV. Q1 such a plot I'D

v.ould be a straight line of slope 1 pesaiDg through the origin.

As can be seen, beyond x - 1.5 the po:lnts (dram fran both

HBC exposures between 50 and 405 GaV and ISR resul.ts between 500

and 2100 GaV equivalent laboratory energy) do indeed cluster alODg

a straight line con:f:U1DiDg up to the highest avaL.able energy

the presence of a PD caJIlOnent (W2). As to the residue (W1), it

can be shown that, in spite of the apparently high statistics

gathered to this day, the accuracy is insufficient to define its

shape. A PD 1s not excluded, although a IIDre cmplicated structure
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. REDUCED MULTIPLICITY X=K/MEANIKJ
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the mean values

~ and !D:L (the

Poisson caJIlO

nent lUId the

residue).

'1bese values

are plotted

against Eo (di

bg plot) in

fig. 4, toget
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As can be seen, the energy dependence of both !D:L and ~ can be

well paramaterized as - Eo<5 with <5 close to 1/2 (the fitted values

are <5 = 0.54 ± 0.03 for ~ and-understandably with lower accuracy

<5 = 0.57 ± 0.13 for !D:L)'
It thus appears that p-p collisions can be regarded as a

mixture of (at least) t\\O types of ~ts, each of which produces

particles wIth a III.I1tiplicity law - Eo1/2.

'Ibis can be reconciled with the relatively slCJlll variation of

the III9IU1 of the mixture, namely m (iJh1eed, for m, <5 = 0.35 ± 0.01,

if it. is parameterized in the same way as !D:L and~) only if II (the

relative we:!.ght of W2 )d~ witIi Eo. Within the statistical

I
t 'lbEl largest uncertaiD.ty resides in WI(0) because of the syst~

ati«;:al effects C9~1:edwith estimation of the elastic contribu

tion.
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If this trend

continues at

very higb

energies, Wi

should becaDe

ckminant beyond,

say, 50 TeV (at

-400 GeV Wi

and W2 have

cooparahle

weights) and

there one might
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expect m to increase like Eo1/2. 'Ibis nay be essential in tmder

standiilii tliEl deVelO.iiiiirit of extensive air showers in the early

st8$leB of their evolution.

'Ibis report was prepared tmder the auspices of the Nuclear Physics

Division of the Departuent of Energy.
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